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has exceeded the agreed period for reply, Adidas "three guarantees" commitment still holds partly concealed in particular. Reporter
yesterday learned from the City Consumer Protection Committee, met last week, the City Consumer Protection Committee Adidas
Shanghai Branch customer service representative, the other promised to give a clear answer within a week, but week deadline has
passed, the answer is long overdue. 
when on Tuesday, the City Consumer Protection Committee formally met with Adidas Shanghai Branch, both questioned the
company's customer service representatives can not answer the City Consumer Protection Committee: First Adidas "three
guarantees" promised exactly Referring to the national standard or the company's internal regulations? The second is the "three
guarantees" Specific Terms Adidas express commitment to the consumer, what is it? (See the newspaper on April 9, "consumer
called the company Adidas" three guarantees "hard cash" reported) for the above question, Adidas promised a reply within a week,
but as of last night, 17:30, City Consumer Protection Committee has not yet received to Adidas clear answer. 
City Consumer Protection Commission official said in an interview, in order to protect the legitimate rights and interests of Chinese
consumers, the City Consumer Protection Committee recently met in the headquarters of Adidas China Adidas "three guarantees" in
the hope that well-known multinational companies can face up to Chinese consumers to reflect the problems. Reporter learned from
the parties concerned, the City Consumer Protection Committee has already began to receive more than ten cases of consumer
complaints about Adidas "three guarantees" commitments.
Prada (Prada) is Italy's most famous luxury brand, which it was designed, stylish and excellent quality. Handbags, shoes, leather
accessories and cosmetics cases and other products, have been the love and pursuit from the royal family and high society. Now to
introduce you to the Prada (Prada) shoes series.
Prada (Prada), brown suede car suture element Ms. fashion shoes brown suede car suture elements Ladies fashion shoes, pointed
toe, thin heel shape with the bottom of the leather sole material, to be a solid color patterns, they constitute this comfortable and
practical Italian brown suede high heels.
Embossed leather material sewing threads Ms. fashion shoes Prada (Prada) brown leather material sewing threads embossing Ms.
fashion shoes, is the use of soft leather, leather craft, with the popular elements of the stitching, this stylish the perfect combination of
high-heeled shoes together.
Ms. blending leather material buckle high-heeled shoes The toe is round, the heel is thick with color mixing leather material Ms.
buckle high-heeled shoes, Prada (Prada), a popular shoes. White and black mix and match, plus cingulate wear, shoe, stylish
atmosphere completely unfolded.
Prada women's leather sandals violet with black stitching, this women's leather sandals, Prada (Prada) a noble fashion high-heeled
sandals. 6.4cm heel height, Baotou sandals style, giving a that fresh lady have the feeling of noble qualities.
Women's the fish lip service system Sandals Prada (Prada) Women the fish lip service system sandals, shape where it attractive.
Unique fish head design, leather upper material, with black noble appearance, and minimalist pop elements, namely of this Prada
(Prada) the fish lip service system sandals.
adidas Originals Plimsole 3 fresh summer style of interpretation 2013-12-08 23:12:03 new version of adidas Originals Plimsole 3
has four color exposure on the network, white red, dark blue yellow white, red white, and full black color version. Full texture of canvas
upper with displayed by different color, light simple appearance, and the injection of many classic elements, showing fresh new
summer style.
PUMA Becker OG Leather release 2014-10-26 21:10:42
date engraved PUMA determines its classic shoes Becker OG 80 years, overwhelmed by the designers to create high quality leather
shoes, red render Logo, and finally to white midsole and outsole show. Shoes overall very retro flavor, but also exudes a strong
fashion taste, but also very consistent with the current trend indicators, it is learned that the shoes have been commercially available
in some online store, a friend might like to look at it. 
Air Jordan 11 "Toro Bravo" customized version of appreciation 2014-02-24 21:03:41
Recently sneakers custom enthusiasts Fuda Customs to Air Jordan 11 & quotBred & quotmodeled on departure, the last year of an
Air Jordan 4 Retro "Toro Bravo" color inspiration grafted to the Air Jordan 11 above, build out this custom work. I do not know how
effective you think? 
Mike Hill x Vans Syndicate new joint shoes tushang 2013-12-08 23:04:50
Vans Vans Syndicate together its regional brands Alien Workshop skateboard brand Mike Hill The main reason people gave
everyone to bring a Sk8-Hi Pro Boot S, the tongue is a sign of Vans Syndicate of LOGO with tender green lace embellishment, how
do you think?
Classic Vans classic Shanghai Vans Classic & ampShanghai Events Aug. 3 ended 2013-12-08 22:22:18
2012 �� 8 �� 3 ��, VANS classic combination in Shanghai Mao Livehouse Shanghai cultural successfully held Vans Classic &
ampShanghai party. 
VANS through music, art and Vans 2012 presents new fall shows and other activities, in order to promote the brand personality and
self-purpose. 
night, nearly 600 people came to the scene to participate in activities. Local indie band Duck Fight Goose and Battle Cattle
skateboarding and punk bands from Beijing Pizza Larrys center stage as we offer a wonderful performance, and finally China DMC
champion DJ HBD activity of music will draw on the successful close. The artist Nini Sum and Gergor Koerting based event from
Shanghai Idles Beats special screen printing canvas bag produced by everyone's favorite, Shanghai's young designers Elephant
Elephant, Momo Shou, Ting and Tyakasha child cloud in the field of hand-painted custom The Slip-on shoes caused queuing for free
to receive queue. Nail region attracted to the scene of the girls have put Minx specially crafted Vans classic pattern nail stickers. In
addition to presenting the art of combining music, Classic & ampShanghai event will also Shanghai's classical art forms - paper
cutting and plastic arts brought us maltose, Shanghai traditional snacks offered on-site let us food for thought. From July 7 in Los
Angeles Classic & ampactivity, the global 11 countries will be launched this series of urban activities, the Asia-Pacific region will be
from July to September in Bangkok, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur, Manila, Melbourne, Singapore and other cities held Classic &
ampseries of activities. "Air Force 1, for me, is a classic, one of the most original classic basketball." Yi said, "it becomes a pair of
basketball shoes, fashion shoes from, from inside to outside the basketball to become part of everyday life Very easy-going, very
wild. "



adidas Stan Smith Skateboarding "Amazon Green" is now on sale 2014-02-24 21:08:00
For the adidas Skateboarding terms, adidas Stan Smith also became a strong return the highlight of the year, before called "The
Legend of Stan Smith" videos of himself and Stan Smith invited well-known skaters portrait of interpretation. The debut of this adidas
Stan Smith Skateboarding "Amazon Green" with full natural flavor of green suede build, with clean white midsole, good shoes
restored to simplify the design of the essence of beauty. It is reported that this color is now on sale, like a friend can look at. 
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